
For mula Satisfiability (SAT)

Given a Godean formula 4.

Is there a wayto set

I's variable so itovals

to true?

SAT eNP.:How do I-set the
variables?

SATis NP-hard (so SAYp.complete)



Reduce CircuitSAT to SAT.
-

-

Given a circuit K.

Assign each wire a variable.
Write an equationdescribing
each gate.5-c

(an6 =c)

1 the equations & the variable
Ifor the output



Lomma:K is sat, ift $ is.
-7:Use K's good setting
for a values.Setother
variables bywhat their
gates do.

All equations are sat. Itis
set true, so 0 is true.

E Use I's setting ofX
values.

0



So we have prime reduction

from Circuit SAT to SAT.

So
any problem AGNP
reduces to CircuitSAT which

reduces to SAT.

=7 SATis NP-bard.



A feral is a boolean

variable a or its

negation a

A use is a disjunction
COR) of several literals.

A Goolean formula is in

-ivenormal form

if itis the son, action
-

of several clauses.



A formula is

a CNF formula with

exactly three literals per-

claws.

3SAT/3CNF SAT):
Given Goolean formula
in 3CNF. Can we set variables

to make I true?

3SAT ENP.

3SAT *NP-complete.



Roduce from CircuitSAT.

Given cirwit K.

1) Change all ANDOOR gates
to a tree taking exactlytwo
inputs per gate.
D-) :EDI

4--
2) Assign variables to wires

a write equations for gates.
3)Chang equations into 2

or 3 clauses each



4) Replace clauses with 1 or

2 literals with 4 on 2 clauses
with 3 literals. (Use a new
x by for each of these transforms)

Reduction takes O(n) time.



So it's NP-hard.



Given undirected graph
6 =(V, E).

An identsat Sop
of 6 has no edge of 6

between its vertices.

Max IndSot:Find a max
size independent set.
Claim:Max And Setis
NP-hard.

Reduce from 3SAT.



Given 3CNF &.
Build a graph 6.
IF A clause in .

6 gets 3K vertices, one
per literal of 1.

Any pair of literals in a
clause gota "triangle"
odge between their vertices.

Any two literals ata

gota "negation"edgo.



<C

I =

Claim:I is sat. if G has

an indo-setof site K.
=>Pick a sat. assignment a
one true literal (wrtassignment)
per clause. S: vertices of
those true literals.

15) =k

*Sot variable so each

ind set literal is true.



Ik

Decision version:Ind Sot

Given 88 an integerk.
Does G have an ind set of
size I?

Ind Set=NP.
=NP-complete.



Afique is another name
for a complete graph.
MaxClique: Given G, what
is the largest clique
subgraph?
A cover is a subset
of vertices where each

edgo is hitAreast
OnCP,

MinVertox Cover:Find a min

size vertex cover.



↑ ↑
vortox

clique
Cover

Claim:Both are NP-hard.

From Max Ind Set:

1) Given G. Take complement
6 =(V, E). E

=

Sur:nrEE3



2) Iis an ind, setof

6 =(V, E) ift VII
is a vertexcover.

Decision versions hard too
2) Clique & Ventex Cover

ENP-complete


